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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOL 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
f 
I 
~ 
Length ____ _ 
Time __ ~ ___ _ 
Force ___ __ _ 
Symbol 
l 
t 
F 
Metric 
Unit 
meter ___________________ _ 
second _____ ____ _________ _ 
weight of one kilogram ____ _ 
Symbol 
m 
ec 
kg 
English 
Unit Symbol 
foot (or milel _____ ____ ft . (or mi.) 
second (or hourl ____ ___ sec. (or hr.) 
weight of oue pound lb. 
PoweL ____ _ P kg/m/sec ___ _________ ____ _ ________ __ hor$ElpOWeL __ __ __ ____ HP. 
S d {km/hr ----------- ------ -- - - -- -- ---- mi. /hr _____ _____ __ __ __ M. P. H. pee --- - -- -- ------- - m/sec _____ __ ___ __________ _______ ___ ft ./sec __ ____ __ __ ____ __ f. p. s . 
• 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS. ETC. 
lV, Weight, = mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/sec.z=32.1740 ft . /sec.~ 
W 
m,11uss,=-g 
P, Density (mass per ID1it volume) . 
utandard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-' 
sec.') at 15° C and 760 mm=0.00237 (10.-
ft.-4 sec.~) . 
. 'pecific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 
kg/m3 =O.07651lb./ft.3 
c, 
Moment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-
script) . 
Area. 
Wing area, etc. 
Gap. 
Span . 
Chord leuctth. 
b/c, Aspect rat io. 
1, Distance from c. g. to elevator hin~e. 
Il, Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
(j, Dynamio (or impact) pressure = 4 p JT3 
L, Lift, ab olute coefficient OL= ~ 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
0, Cross - wind force, a b sol ute coefficient 
o 
Oe=q' 
R, Resultant force . (Note that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients L e, De.) 
iw ..:illgle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) . 
it, Angle of tabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
"I, Dihedral ngle. 
VZ Reynolds Number, where l is a linear 
P J;' dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C; 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 em chord 40 m/sec, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 
and 270,000. 
Oop, Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of O. P . from leading edge to 
chord length). 
{3, Angle of tabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (i, - iw). 
a, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
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SUMMARY 
This investigation was made jor the purpose oj ob-
taining information on the maneuz1erab1"lity oj the 
F6C-3 fighter airplane. The tests were cond1lCted by 
the National .:ldvisory Committee jor Aeronaut?'c at 
Langley Field, Fa" at lhe l'erj1lest of the 13U1'eatL of 
Aeronavt?'cs, Tavy Vepartmellt. It 1'S theji/'st in a series 
oj ·i,m·Lar investigation!) to be conqucted 011 a number 
oj military airplanes jor the purpose oj compaTing the 
abilities oj these airplanes to maneuver, and also to 
establish a jund oj quantitative data which may be 
used in jorm1dating standards oj compa1'ison jor mting 
the maneuverability oj any airplane. A large pa1't oj 
this initial investigation was necessa1'ily devoted to the 
development and trial oj methods s'uitable jor use in 
subsequent investigations oj this nature. 
Air speed, angular velocity, linear acceleration, and 
position oj the control surjaces were measured by in-
struments in the airplane during loops,' push-downs, 
pull-outs jrom dives, pull-ups jrom level flight, barrel 
rolls, and spins. The coordinates oj the flight paths 
were deduced from the data wheneve1' possible, and 
were checked in some cases by the use oj a camera ob-
SCUta. The Tesults are given in CUT'/Jes showing the 
variation oj the measured quantities with respect to 
time, and maximum values are tabulated. 
INTRODUCTION 
At the time that this work was tarted, the rating 
of an airplane with regard to its ability to maneuver 
was based largely upon individual opinions rather 
than upon definitely established accomplishments. 
Not only was there a lack of quantitative data which 
could be used in comparing the maneuverability of 
different airplanes, but there was also ron iderable 
uncertainty as to which quantities be t ex pre s ma-
neuverability. It was desirable, therefore, that tl 
method be developed by J1letlllS of which a compre-
hensive investigation of the variolls phases of the 
maneuverability of tl. number of airplanes coulJ be 
made. From a collection of quantitative data ob-
tained by this means, it should not only be possible 
to compare the merits of the aU'planes investigated, 
but also to formulate a satisfactory criterion for 
maneuverability and to draw definite conclusions re-
garding the factors which influence it. 
The problem of the determination of maneuver-
ability was attacked everal yea,1'S ago by rccording 
angular velocities and linear ItcceleJ'alions incurred 
during maneuvers wit,h f\, ,JN4- h airplane (Ref-
erences 1 and 2) , Since then some additional datn 
of intel'e·t on thi subject have becn obtained in-
cidental to other researches. The above data, how-
ever, were not sufficiently comprehensive for the 
purposes ou tlined, and a thorough investigation of 
the maneuverability of a number of military air-
planes has, therefore, been initiated by the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Itt Langley 
Field, Va., at the requef:t of the Bureau of Aero-
nautics, Itvy Department. 
The preliminary work in this eries of investiga-
tions was conducted on an F6C-3 fighter airplane, 
and is reported herein. This work was devoted largely 
to the development and trial of methods to be em-
ployed in these tests. Instruments in the airplane 
were used to record linear accelerations .along the 
three reference axes, angular velocities abol! t these 
axes, the air speed, and the positions of the control 
surfaces throughout various types of maneuver. 
From these data the flight paths of maneuvers in a 
vertical plane were deduced by integration. orne 
of the flight paths were also recorded directly by mCRns 
of a camera obscur9, which was fitted up for trial dur-
ing the te ts. Thi method of recording flight path" 
was not utilized to it best aGVantfLge, however, clue 
to in ufficient development of the cnmc l'A -obsClIl"Il 
equipment at the time oC these te ts. 
APP ARATUS A D METHOD 
APPARATUS 
The airplane (Figure 1) used in thi::; investigation is 
au F6C-3 fighter powered with a Curti s D-12 engine 
rated at 425 horsepower. The principal specifica-
tions of this airplane are listed in the appendix. Thc 
gross weight of the airplane as prepared for tests was 
2,920 pounds, which is 40 pounds less than the speci-
fied weight. The load carried during the tests was so 
distributed that the normal location of the O. G. of 
3 
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the airplane was practically unchanged. In order to 
provide room for the recording instruments, it wa 
nece sary to remove the main gasoline ttl.nk and sub-
sLitu te a small 22-gallon underslung tank. 
The instruments con isted of three angular-velocity 
recorder (tUl'n meter), a performance recorder, a recoI'd-
jng inclinometer, a 3-coruponent recording accelero-
meter, and a timer. All in trument were of the 
(() c (() 
0) \0 !\j 
1---~-----22' 7 .. -------->1 
FIGU RE I.- Plan and elevation of the F6C-3 airplane 
standard .A. .A. photographic recording type. They 
are described briefly below. 
Angular-velocity r ecorder (turn meter).-This in-
strument is described in detail in Reference 1. Three 
of these recorders were u ed and so mounted in the 
airplane as to record the angular velocities about its 
three reference axes. 
Performance recorder.- This instrument is the 
ame a the recording air-speed meter described in 
Reference 3, except that altitude and temperature 
recording elements are ir.corporated in the same in-
strument. The air-speed diaphragm was connected 
to a swiveling Pitot-static head mounted on an outer 
strut. The temperatUl'e recorder is 1 the electrical 
type, its operation depelldinO' upon the change of 
)'e i tance of a length or wll'e with temperature change. 
The re istance wire was mounted on the under ide 01 
the lower wing near the interplane strut. The 
altitude element was of the usual aneroid type. 
Recording inclinometer.- This instrument is of 
the oil damped pendulum type. It was installed in 
the airplane to record the angle between the X axis 
of the aU'plane and the horizontal during steady level 
flight preceding a maneuver. 
Three-component accelerometer.-A description of 
thi instrument is given in Reference 4. Lineal' ac-
celerations along the three reference axes of the air-
plane were obtained by mounting thi instrument at 
lhe a. G. of the aU·plane. 
Control- position recorder.- This instrument, dc-
cribed in Reference 5, was connected to Lhe controls 
to give a continuous rec I'd of their po ition during a 
maneuver. 
Timer.- Trus instrument was used to synchroniz<" 
at 1- econd interval , records from the above instru-
ments. It consists of a constant-speed motor actu-
ating an electric interrupter through a worm gear drive. 
The interrupter control. the timing lights in the re-
cording in truments. Lines produced by these tim-
ing light are hown on a et of instrument records in 
F igure 2. 
All instruments, with the exception of the control 
position recorder which was installed in the cockpit, 
were secured. to a special mounting as illustrated in 
Figure 3. In order to make room for this installa-
tion and to allow for the placing of the accelerometer 
at the a. G., the main gasoline tank had to be removed 
and a mall specially constructed lmderslung tank 
substituted as shown on a view of the airplane in 
FigUl'e 1. The instrument mounting was placed on 
blocks of sponge rubber to minimize the effect of vi-
bration on the records. A master switch was located 
on top of the control tick for operating all instruments. 
The gyro motor in the angular-velocity recorders were 
on a separate cu'cuit, allowing the pilot to bring them 
up to speed before starting the records. 
Two camera-obscura installations w l' u ed in addi-
tion to the above instruments as a second method of 
obtaining flight paths. One of these, \ hich was con-
tructed under the roof of the J. A. . A. hangar, is 
hown diagrammatically in FigUl'e 4. It consists of a 
dark room about 6 feet square, a 46-inch focal length 
lens mounted in the roof at an angle of 30° to the hori-
zontal, a drafting table on which fi lm \ as placed, and 
a focal plane hutter attached to a large sheet of 
balloon cloth. Till hutter is used to follow the air-
plane image and makes expOSUl'es at regular time inter-
val. (Reference 5.) This camera wa used to pho-
tograph vertical plane maneuvers and spins. The 
other camera ob cura with lens axis vertical was used 
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for determining the velocity of the wind. The same 
lens and shutter were used in both camera-ob cura 
installation. Synchronization between the camera 
and instrument records was not attempted during this 
investigation. 
METHOD OF TESTS 
The flight program was drawn up to include the 
following maneuvers: 
One low-speed and one high-speed loop. 
Push-downs at 100 m. p. h. with variations of 
abruptne s of control. 
Pull-outs from dives at 140 m. p. h. with variation 
of abruptness of control. 
Pull-ups hom horizontal flight with variations of ail' 
speed and abruptness of control. 
Ruddel' maneuvers. 
mounted on frame. In executing the maneuver to 
be recorded, the pilot started the gyro motors in the 
angular-velocity recorders brought the airplane to a 
condition of level flight at a desired airspeed, started 
the recording instruments, and about one second later 
tarted the maneuver. The entire maneuver was per-
formed without changing the throttle setting, and con-
tinuous in trument and camera-ob CUl'a records were 
obtained, starting from the level flight condition. The 
same procedure, \,r:ithou t the trial maneuver, was nec-
es arily followed for all maneuver whether performed 
before the camera obscura or not, except those per-
formed for the determination of minimum radius of 
turn. In the lattter case the airplane was held in a 
turn with full throttle setting until, in the opinion of 
the piJot, a condition of steady horizontal turning of 
minimtlm racliu had been attai ned. Only a 'hort 
l'hotOll'rlIoh or the F6G-3 
Steady horizontal turllS Ht various air speed for the i record wa then taken, a this wa ufTicienL fot' a deter-
determination of minimum l'adiu of turn. mination of the in tantaneou l'adiu of tUI'll. The 
Right and left barrel-rolls. 
Right and left spins. 
1aneuver were executed at various altitudes from 
approA-imately 3,000 to 20,000 feet, in an attempt to 
determine the effect of altitude on maneuverability. 
Thi attempt failed, however, to give any consistent 
result worthy of consideration, becau e of the effect 
at high altitudes of the low temperatures on the 
Instrument. 
When preparing to record a maneuver in the field of 
the camera obscura, the pilot first performed a trial 
maneuver during which he was guided into the camera 
field by ground signal employing large sheets of cloth 
u e of a camera ob cura wa not fea ible in thi maneu-
ver, because of the lack of a proper means of com-
munication between the pilot and the ground station. 
In connection with the use of the camera ob cura it 
was necessary to determine accurately the direction and 
velocity of the wind. This was done immediately 
before camera-obscllra records were to be taken. For 
thi purpose another airplane was flown over the ver-
tical camera obscllra in three directions approximately 
1200 apart, at a constant air peed, and at the altitude 
in which the maneuvers were to be performed. The 
three paths traversed by this airplane were recorded 
by the camera obscura on photostat paper, and the 
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FIGURE 2.-Instrument records lor a loop 
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wind vector was determined from these records. Since 
the accuracy of the camera-obscura method of deter 
mining flight path is directly dependent on the accu-
racy of the measured wind vectors, the camera obscul'a 
was not used when the wind was high or unsteady. 
AIR SPEED, 
TEHPERATURE ___ :> 
AND ALTITUDE 
RECORDER 
Curves showing angular velocities, linear accelera-
tions, and control-surface position versus time were 
deduced directly from the records. The indicated ail' 
speed was corrected for interference, converted to true 
air speed, and was al 0 plotted on the same time scale. 
INOMETE 
FIGURE 3.-Specinl instrument mounting 
COMPUTATION OF RESULTS 
Continuous records of the angular velocities about 
the three reference axes of the airplane, the linear 
accelerations along these axes, the air speed, the 
position of the three control surfaces, the air tempera-
""IF"--____ _ 
"'-. . . /"Lens axis inclined 
'", 30· fo horizonfal 
", Focal plane shutter 
--- - ''''-., ~ 
-. ------>,-
FIGUltE 4.-Gcneral arrangement of oblique camera obscura 
ture, and the air preSSllre were obtained in the various 
types of maneuvers, The a.ttitude of the airplane in 
steady flight at the start or completion of a maneuver 
also was obtained by means of the recording inclinom-
eter. During accelerated flight, however, this instru-
ment does not give a correct indication of the air-
plane's attitude. Sample records obtained on the 
recording instruments in a loop are shown in Figure 2. 
The correction for interference was found from speed 
course runs on a similar airplane and the factor for con-
version from indicated 30 
to true air speed from 
the recorded air temper-
ature and pressure. Z5 
The control positionre -
ord showed the move-
ment of the left aileron, zo 
and since the airplane 
was fitted with differen- a 
tial aileron control; a { 15 
~ 
curve (Figure 5) showing 
:§-the relative motion of 
. 
0 
. 
0 
10 · 
J 
/ 
V 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
the two aileronsh as been 
included, Angularaccel-
erations were found by a 
graphic al differen tia tion 
of the angular velocity 
curves and were plotted V 
5 0 10. 
Oown aileron 
/5~ 
on the time scale. The 
resultant angular ve-
locity for maneuvers in 
which rotation occurred 
l'wultE 5.-Differential aileron action on 
FBC-S airplane 
about more than one axis also was determined by adding 
the components vectorially and plotting versus time. 
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The radius of horizontal turn and the corresponding 
airspeed were computed from the recorded angular 
velocities and linear accelerations by means of the 
following equation for uniform circular motion: 
where 
V = RWT 
R = Radiu of turn. 
V = Air speed. 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
aT = Resultan t of the three recorded accelera-
tions. 
an = Component of acceleration due to rotation. 
wT=Re ultant angular velocity. 
The acceleration, a,,, which is normal to the axis of 
tum was founo by ded 'ucting vectorially the efl'ect of 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Normal acceleration ) 
g->/ 
I 
I 
( 
I ( Resultant 
I acceler ation 
I due to change 
f /'of velocity 
A f · ~ / / ccelera Ion 1\ / /'/ 
normal fo -~ \ / /' 
ground I 'f ./ 
I \ ./ 
I \ 
I \ \ 
I \ Attitude angle 
I \ 
Acce/~rafion" ~" "\"~"-
parallel to. ./" Longifudinal acceleration 
ground ./' 
~Xaxis 
FlG u n~ 6.- Hosol uUon of linear accelerations into horizontal and 
vertical components 
gl'llviLy from the resultant recorded acceleration as 
indicated by equation (3). The minimum radius of 
tum of the airplane was determined from a curve 
in which the computed radii were plotted versus air 
speed. 
Flight paths were determined from instrument 
records for vertical plane maneuvers in which all 
rotation occurred about an axis parallel to the Y aAis 
of the airplane. The first step is the determination 
of angular displacement from the recorded angular 
velocity curves by integration. The integration was 
performed mechanically by means of an integraph run 
over photographic enlargements of the original angular 
velocity records. The constants of integration were 
determined from the attitude of the airplane at the 
start of the maneuvers as recorded by the inclinom-
eter. The attitude of the X axis at any instant was 
then found by adding this onsta;nt to the angle given 
by the ordinate of the integral curve for that instant. 
The vertical and horizontal components of the acceler-
ation due to rotation and change in linear velocity 
were then fOlmcl by graphical mean , as illu tl'ated 
in Figure 6. The recorded acceleration along the X 
and Z fl,..xe were added vectorially by laying off vectors 
in the directions of these axes at intervals throughout 
the maneuver. A verti al acceleration of one g was 
then ubtracted from the sum of these two vector and 
the remaining vector divided into vertical and hol'i-
zonta.J components. Cm'ves of horizontal and vertical 
accelerations versus time were then obtained by plot-
ting these values. 
The ec nd step in the determination of the night 
path is the integration of the acceleration curves to 
obtain di placements. These acceleration curves were 
mechanically integrated twice by means of the inte-
graph. The fu's t integration gave the velocity compo-
nents to which it was necessary to add the proper con-
stants of integration. As the maneuvers were started 
from level flight, the horizontal con tants were given 
by the true air speed at the start of the maneuvers 
and the vertical constants were zero. Horizontal and 
vertical displacement curves were then obtained from 
the velocity curves by a econd integration. 
The flight paths were plotted from the displacement 
curves thus obtained. The attitude of the airplane 
tlu-oughout the maneuvers was known from previous 
integration of the angula,r velocity curves. It was, 
therefore, po sible to determine angles of attack by 
measuring the angles between the X axis and tangenL 
to the ilight path throughout the maneuver . 
True flight paths for vertical plane maneuvers 
recorded by the camera obscura were obtained graph-
ica.lly by applying a perspective conection and a 
wind eonection to the recorded paths. The perspective 
cOl'l'ection i necessitated by the fact that the plane of 
the maneuvers was vertical while the film was placed 
at an angle of 30° to the vertical. The procedure is 
comparable to the construction of a map from an aerial 
photograph of level country, taken when the optical 
axis of the camera is inclined to the vertical. 
The wind correction is required because the camera 
obscura record the path with respect to the ground, 
rather than the desired path with respect to the ail'. 
The wind velocities were determined graphically from 
the photographic records obtained in the wind HillS 
made immediately before the maneuvers. The scales 
of the corrected paths were determined by the size of 
the airplane image. 
I 
I 
~ 
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PRECISION OF RESULTS 
All instruments Ll cd during this investigation were 
calibrated at frequent intervals to minimize the error 
due to change of calibration. H was found that the 
deflection on mo t of the film record could be meas-
ured with a precision of 0.01 inch. The error in 
determining the final quantities, therefore, depends 
upon the sensitivity of the instruments, con idered a 
the number of units per inch of d.efiection. With the 
l'ensitiy itics 1I . ed throughout this investigation, linear 
acceleration arC' accurate to ± O.05g, control surface 
Time, seconds 
.300 
the maneuver. The principal enol' ill flight paths 
deduced from the camera-ob cma records i due to 
inaccmacy in the determination of the wind vector . 
For the re ults included in this report, the total error 
due to this and other cau os i believed to bc of abouL 
the ame magnitude a for the night paths determined 
by the instrument method. 
From the data obtained during the tests, thC' angles 
of attack in maneuvers could not be ascertained with 
any great degree of accuracy; therefore, the angle or 
attack curves presented for a number of the maneuvers 
'Qj 200 
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FrOURE 7.- Low-speed loop 
angle to ± 1°, and inclinometer angle to ± 0.25° for 
teady flight. The crror in the air speed i no grcater 
than 2 per cent for unacceleratecl {tight. The air peed 
errol' is considerahly higher for acceleraLed niO'hL and 
apparently depends upon the violence of' the maneuvcr. 
Bench anO'ular-acceleration tests on the angular-
velocity recorders would indicate that in the casc o[ 
abruptly executed maneuvers the peak valucs are 
probably about 2 per cent low, and in addition Lo Lhis 
magnitude elTOr there is a light Lime-lag errol'. 
The in trument method of flight-path determination 
i subject to cmnulatiye error in computation of re lilt 
in addition to the errors in recordcd value. It i con-
sidered that the flight path is accurate within 5 to 10 
per cent, depending upon the length and ahl'upLne s of 
20044-31--2 
should be treated only as indicative of the general 
trend. 
RESULTS 
urve showing the variations of control po, ition, 
angular velocity, angular accelera tion, angular dis-
placement, air peed, and linear accelerations \\-iLh Lime 
are pre ented [or each maneuver. FliO'ht paths are 
included for vertical plane maneuver Data are prc-
en Led in the following order: 
Loops- Figure 7 and -
Pu h-downs- FiO'ure 9. 
Pull-out from clive -Figl1l'c 10 and 11. 
Pull-ups from horizontal flight- Figu],c 12 to 14, 
inclusive. 
Rudder manem- r - Figure 15. 
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Radius of tUTll-Figure 16. 
Barrel-rolls- Figures 17 and 18. 
Spins- Figures 19 to 21, inclusivf'. 
The results obtained in the various types of maneu-
vers are described below. 
Loo ps.- The two loops shown in Figures 7 and c 
were started at air speeds of 119 and 147 m. p. h., 
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The elevator-deflection, angular-ve-
ity. and angular-acceleration curves are noticeably 
1'e irregular throughout the low-speed maneuver, 
d the maximum elevator deflection is considerably 
ater at low speed. The flight paths show that the 
h-speed loop was executed without loss of altitude, 
ereas in t.he low-speed one level flight was regained 
out 380 feet below the initial position of the airplane. 
The nOl mal acceleratIOn CUI ves f01 both maneuvelS -
I 
are similar in shape throughout, but the values are 
approximately 19 greater in the high-speed loop . A 
maximum value of 3.7g was attained. It OCCUlTed 
while leveling out near the end of the loop. Maximum 
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FIGURE 15.-Comparison o[ flight paths [0 1' abrupt 
pull-ups 
values of angular velocity of the airplane about its 
lateral axis are 0.79 radian pel' second in the high-
speed loop and 0.72 radian pel' second in the other 
case. The former value, however, occurred at the top 
of the loop and the latter a,bout 3 seconds after the top. 
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FlGURE 16.-Right rudder maneuvers 
It has been previously stated that the interference 
correction for unaccelerated flight which has been 
applied to the recorded air speeds, apparently is not 
sufficient for conditions of accelerated flight. This is 
shown by t.he manner in which the air speed varies 
throughout the loops. The records in Figure 7 show 
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a uniform speed to be maintained from ahout 1 J~ 
. econds before rearrung the top of the loop to the top 
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FIGURE l7.-M inimum rad ius of turn versus air speed 
of the loop, and that a harp irregularity occur after 
the top of the loop is passed" It seem pro hable that 
the air speed actually cl em'ea e uniformly until th e 
top of the loop i. reached, and then begins to increa e 
· 
of attack for a given airspeed, whereas in level flight, 
which wa used to detenrune the interference correc-
tions, there is only one angle of attack for each speed. 
In addition to the flight path determined from 
instrument records, that obtained by the camera ob-
scma is al 0 shown in Figure 8. Although the paths_ 
are not identical, the dimensions of the closed loop are 
nearly so, and the total gain and loss in altitude are 
in fail' agreement. 
Push-d owns.- The curves in Figuro 9 show the 
re ults obtained with different elevator movement in 
three push-downs started from a speed of approxi-
mately 100 m. p. h. The air- peed recorder failed in 
the e maneuver , and thus made it imp os ible to 
determine the actual flight paths. There are included, 
however, flight paths wruch were secured by a suming 
the ail: speed at the tart of the maneuvers to be 100 
m. p . h. for comparative purpose, showing the varia-
tions of altitude with time. 
The first maneuver, which was executed by deflect-
ing the elevator 15° abruptly, resulted in the greatest 
angular veloci ty and norm al acce lera ti on, - 0.72 radi an 
per second and - 2.20f} , respectively . It i illtel'e t-
I ing to note, however, that the maximum normal 
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l'rGUR E IR.-Right rJl""rer rolf started at 147 m. p. h. 
uniformly from thi point to the level Hight condition. 
and al 0 that it does not reach as Iowa value a i 
indicated. This is based on t,he .fact that in ar celer-
ated flight it is possible to have any number of angles 
acceleration in the second maneuver was nearly a::.: 
great as in the first one, although the elevator was not 
deflected nearly as far nor as abruptly as in the first 
case. With the abrupt control movement the ai r-
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plane did noL respond appreciably until one-haH econd 
after the control movement tarted, ",herea the response 
was much quicker 'with the gradually applied elevator. 
Pull-outs from dives.- Two pull-out from dive 
(Figure 10 and 11) were recorded primarily to deter-
mine the altitude necessary for recovery from thi 
typ of maneuver. Oontrolling for leveling out from 
the dives was tarted when an air peed of about 140 
m. p. h. was r el1Ched . The control movement for the 
first. maneuver was more abrupt. than [or the second, 
and inclinations of flight paths to Lhe horillOntal at 
the time of controlling were about 70 0 and 55°, 
respectively. The in trul11ent-l"ecord flight path show 
10 e of altitude in recovery of 310 feet in about 2.5 
seconds for the first and· 500 feet in 3.5 second for 
I 
; 
The cmves in Figures 12 and 13 sho w Lhe resu lts 
for the three method of control at approximat.e 
peeds of 140 m. p. h. and 120 ffi. p. h., re pectively. 
Fignre 14 shows an abrupt pull-up at 90 m . p. h. 
Figme 15 gives a comparison of the flight paths for 
the abrupt maneuvers of Figure 12, 13, and 14. 
Oontrol position are not shown in Figme 14 because 
the recorder failed, but the elevator action is similar to 
that for the other abrupt maneuver . The latter 
do tted portion of the flight-path curves in all three 
figures were determined from the camera ob cura and 
the olid portions from insLrumenL record, . This 
\Va done becau e the rolling and yawing of the air-
plane durino- the latter parts of the maneuvers rendered 
the calculation of flight paths from in trument 
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FIGURE 2J.- First left spin 
the econd maneuver. Flight path derived from the 
camera ob cura are al 0 presented. The maximum 
normal accelera tion recorded were 6.60g and 5.05g, 
re pe lively. The maximum angular velocity was 1.45 
radian per econd for the first pull-out and 0.60 radian 
per second for the eeond pull-out. 
Pull-ups from horizontal fiight.- Dat.a obtained in 
thece manOUV(,L with three methods of elevator 
control at difrerent peeds arc shown in Figure 12, 
13, and 14. The three methods of elevator control 
are termed "abrupt," "intermediate," and "mild." 
The abrupt method consi ted in pulling the control 
stick all the way back as quickly a possible. The 
control movements were smaller and less rapid in 
the intermediate and mild maneuvers. 
records impracticable. ince the eamera-obscura 
records were not ynchronized with instrument 
records, t.he joining of the curve was accompli hed by 
superimpo incy th(' cameril-ob cura curves on the 
portions of the curve determined b in trument . 
Figures 12 and 13 how that the effect of varying 
the method of eonLrol from abrupt to mild i a con-
i t('nt variation in the altitude gained and the 
violence of the maneuvel. A compari on of the 
abrupt pull-ups at different peeds how, however, 
that all the qu anti tie mea ured did not vary in the 
arne order a the peed. The three abrupt pull-up 
were started from true air peed of 142 ill. p. h. , 119 
m. p . h., and 90 m. p. h., re pectively. The greatest. 
normal and longitudinal acceleraLions, tho greate t 
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angular velocity, and the least time for a rotation of 
30° 'in pitch occurred in the fir t maneuver. The e 
values are 6.65g, 1.8g, 1.55 radian per second, and 
0.55 second, respecLively. The smallest valu e for 
these quantities occurred at the lowe t speed. The 
maximum angular acceleration, however, is 4.0 ra,dians 
per second 2 in the 119 m. p. h. pull-up, while the maxi-
mum values in the 142 m. p. h. and 90 m. p. h. maneu-
vers are 3.7 radian per second 2 and 3.2 radian per 
second 2, respectively, A compari on of the flight 
path for these three pull-ups (Figure 14) show that, 
vertical displacement varied in the same order as Lhe 
speeds, but that the minimum horizontal di placement 
occurred in the 119 m. p. h. maneuver. 
f---i--
o / 2 3 4 5 6 
O. Og for the fir tand l.50gfor the second maneuver. Thp 
time for 45° displacement about the Z axi was 1.60 sec-
ond for the fir t and 1.50 seconds for the last maneuver. 
Radius of turn.-The results of a series of runs made 
to determine the minimum radius of turn are given in 
Figure 17. The minimum value from the average 
curve is 155 feet at an air speed of 76 m. p. h. The 
compu ted centrifugal acceleration for thi turn is 
2.5g, the angle of bank is 6 ° and the angle of attacl 
which is the arctangent of the ratio of longitudinal 
and normal accelerometer reading was found to be 12°. 
Barrel rolls.- The 1'e ulL obtained in two barrel-
roll are given in Figures 1 and 19. The maneuver 
of Figur 1 was a right roll tar ted at a peed of 147 
Time, seconds 
l'IGURl: 22.- Sccond left spin 
Rudder maneuvers.- Two rudder maneuver (Fig-
ure 16) are included primarily for the pUTpose of indi-
cating the rate of change of attitude about the Z axis 
and the accompanying transverse acceleration pro-
duced by an abrupt movement of the rudder. Tho 
first maneuver was executed at 105 m. p. h. with a 
rudder moyement of 33° in about 0.6 econd, while the 
speed of the econd maneuver wa 141 m. p. h . 'with a 
rudder displacement of 33° in abouL 1 second . A 
maximum angular velocity about the Z axis of 0.95 
radian pel' second for the first maneuver and 1.10 
radians per second for the econd were recorded with 
the corresponding angular accelerations of l.7 radian 
per econd 2 and 2.0 radians per second,z respectively. 
The maximum transverse acceleration recorded were 
m. p . h ., and that of Figure 19 a lefL roll tarted at a 
peed of 140 m. p . h. There wa also a difference in 
the control movement. The rudder and elevator 
were applied more abruptly, and the rudder deflection 
wa much greator in the riaht roll than in the left one. 
An angular velocity of 4.00 radian per second about 
th X axi and are ultant of 4. 0 radians per econd 
were attained in the fir t maneuver. The maximum 
angular velocities for tbe second maneuver were 
slightly more than one-half a great. There wa but 
little difference in the maximum normal accelerations 
in the two maneuver, however, a 6.90g was a.ttained 
in the right Toll and 6. Og in the left. 
Spins.-Two right and two left spins were recorded. 
The data for only one right spin are included (Figure 
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20 ), as the 1'e uIts obtained in these two pins were 
practically identical. Data are included, however, for 
both left pin (Figure 21 and 22) a an appreciable 
Jifference wa noted in the re ult . All the pins were 
started from level flight at about 78 m. p. h. with the 
engine throttled to give 00 to 900 r. p. m. during the 
re ultant pin. In going into the spins the elevator 
and the rudder were moved simultaneou ly through 
large angle much in the same manner a for the barrel 
rolls. The ailerons either were not used or to a Ie SCI' 
89 
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fi GURE 23.-Normal acceleration \'crsu ' indicated air speed for abru pt 
pull·ups 
('xtent than in the rolls . Angular velocity and lineal' 
acceleration values fluctuated considerably during the 
first part of the pins, but the record for the latter 
part of the spin indicated that nearly teady condi-
tion were attained . The maximum angular veloci-
tie of 2. 0 radians per second for the right spin, 3.05 
radians per second for the firs t lef t pin, and 2.75 
radian per second for th second left spin were re-
corded about th X axi with value about the Z axis 
of slightly less magnitUde. The angular velocity 
curve for rotation about the Yaxi indicates the least 
uniform rate of increa e of velocity. A maximum 
norma1 acceleration of 2.40g wa 1'e ord d during the 
first left spin, while 2.00g was reached in the other two 
pin . The radiu of the piral path determined from 
the camera ob cura wa found not to exceed 5 feet . 
It i probable that if the e spin had been held fo1' I\. 
longer duration of time, more uniform conditions would 
haye been reached giving a closer agreement of data. 
S MMARY OF RESULTS 
Table I ummarizes the principal re ults of this 
investigation. The times given in this table are 
measured from the in tant the control were moved 
from their normal position. It may b seen that the 
greatest I' ultant angular velocity (4. 0 radian per 
second) and the greate t normal acceleration (6.90g) 
occurred in the right barrel-ron at 147 m. p. h. The 
angular yelocitie. attained in pin were also fairly 
large, and the normal acceleration in pull ups at about 
140 m. p. h. were but little les than that attained in 
the barrel-roll. 
Figure 23 hows th e variation of maximum normal 
acceleration with air speed. The curve gives the 
th eoretical relation hip between veloeity and normal 
Acceleration . Thi IS expres ed by th e formllla 
(( 1/ = V o
2 
,in which a" i tIl(' normal acceleration, V o the 
l'",i,,2 
initial ail' peed in an abrupt pull up, and Vmt 1l • the 
taIling speed of the airplane. The experimental points 
are value ' mea ured in abrupt pull-up, many of which 
are not otherwise given in this report. With a stalling 
peed of 53 m. p. h., the theoretical curve pas es 
through the experimental points reasonably well. 
LA GLEY II EMofUAL A E RO AUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADn ORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO-
NA TI CS , 
LANG L EY FIELD, VA., May 23,1930. 
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SPECIFICATIONS OF F6C-3 AIRPLANE 1 
Engine ___ _________________________ _ Curt iss D-12. 
H orsepoweL ___________ _____________ 425 at 2,300 r. p. m. Wing spalL - - - - ---- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -{~~~:~ ~~· ~t· 
Full load _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2,960 lb . Length ___ _______ _______ __ ___ _____ __ 22 ft. 7Y1a in. 
Weight per sq . ft __ __________________ 11.7 lb. HeighL ____________ ___ ___ ________ ___ 9.25 ft. 
Weight per bp _______________________ 6.98 l b. Gap __ ________ ~ __________ ________ ___ 4 ft . 5%6 in. 
Maximum speed _____________________ 165 m . p. h. Angle of inci lence ___ _______________ __ 2°. 
eJ'v ice ceiling _______________________ 22,700 ft. St aggeL __ ____ _____________________ _ 38.5 in. 
Wing area in clLld ing a ilerons __ ________ 252 sq. ft . 
Aileron arca _________________________ 13.32 sq. ft . Di hedraL ___ - - - _____ - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - {~~!:~ ~~o . 
Stabilizer area ______________________ _ 18.13 sq. ft. Sweepback _____ _____ _____ ________ ___ None. 
E levator area _________ _______________ 14.78 sq. ft . D istance from leading edge lower wing 
Fin aJ'ea __________________ __ ________ 4.67 sq . ft . to rudder hinge ___________ ________ _ 13.5 ft . 
Rudder area __ __ _____________________ 10.8 sq . ft. Distance forward from leading edge 
Airfoil sectioll ____________ __________ _ Clark Y. lower wing t o C. G.2 __ ________ ____ __ 2.9 in. 
I F rom T able of Characteristics, Weights, and Performance of Training, Fighting, and Pa trol Airplanes. Bureau of Aeronantics, Navy D epartment, Juns, 1927. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designa- Sym-Designation bol symbol tion bol 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolli ng _____ L Lateral ________ Y Y pitching ____ 111 Normal _______ Z Z yawing _____ N 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M N OL=- 04(=- ON= -qbB qcB qfB 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nentalong Angular 
axis) 
Y--.Z roIL _____ <J> u p 
Z--.X pitch _____ e v q 
X--.Y yaw _____ 'lr w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), 8. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
~. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, Diameter. 
p~, Effective pitch 
Pg, Mean geometrio pitch. 
P31 Standard pitch. 
p", Zero thrust. 
pa, Zero torque. 
p/D, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 
T, Thrust. 
Q, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If "coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
'1/, Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r. p. s. 
N, Revolutions per minute., R. P. M. 
'l>, Effective helL'\: angle=tan-1 (2!.n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 HP=76.04 kg/m/sec. =550 lb./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/sec. =0.01315 lIP. 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/sec. 1 m/sec. = 2.23693 milhr. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m=5280 ft. 
1 m = 3 .2808333 ft. 

